The formation of plectonemic joints by the recA protein of Escherichia coli. Requirement for ATP hydrolysis.
Formation of D-loops during the exchange of strands between a circular single-stranded DNA and a completely homologous linear duplex proceeds optimally when the duplex DNA is added to the complex of recA protein and single-stranded DNA formed in the presence of single-stranded DNA-binding protein and ATP. D-loops are undetectable when 200 microM adenosine 5'-O-(thiotriphosphate) is substituted for ATP. D-loops can be formed in the presence of adenosine 5'-O-(thiotriphosphate) if recA protein is the last component added to the reaction. However, these D-loops, which depend upon homologous sequences, are unstable upon deproteinization and are formed to a more limited extent than the structures formed with ATP. This finding indicates that D-loops formed under these conditions may be largely nonintertwined paranemic structures rather than plectonemic structures in which two of the strands are interwoven. When adenosine 5'-O-(thiotriphosphate) is added to an ongoing reaction containing ATP, formation of plectonemic structures and ATP hydrolysis is inhibited to an equivalent extent. We, therefore, conclude that ATP hydrolysis is required for the formation of plectonemic structures.